
A  L I T T L E  G L O S S A R Y
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Beauty=Gook Hydrangea=Gook Radish=Gook Flower=Gook Love=Gook

=5 petals
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W O E  A R E  Y O U ?

It was hardly war, the hardliest of wars. Hardly, hardly. It occurred to me that this

particular war was hardly war because of kids, more kids, those poor kids. The kids

were hungry until we GIs fed them. We dusted them with DDT. Hardly done. Reha-

bilitation of Korea, that is. It needs chemical fertilizer from the States, power to build

things like a country. In the end it was the hardliest of wars made up of bubble gum,

which GIs had to show those kids how to chew. In no circumstance whatever can

man be comfortable without art. They don’t want everlasting charity, and we are not

giving it to them. We are just lending them a hand until they can stand on their own

two feet. A novel idea. This is why it occurred to me that this particular war was

hardly war, the hardliest of wars.
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My father was hardly himself during the war, then I was born during the era that

hardly existed, and, therefore, I hardly existed without DDT. Beauty is pleasure re-

garded as the quality of a thing. I prefer a paper closet with real paper dresses in it.

To be born hardly, hardly after the hardliest of wars, is a matter of debate. Still going

forward. We are, that is. Napalm again. This is the THE BIG PICTURE. War and its

masses. War and its men. War and its machines. Together we form THE BIG PIC-

TURE. From Korea to Germany from Alaska to Puerto Rico. All over the world, the US

Army is on the alert to defend our country, you the people, against aggression. This

is THE BIG PICTURE, an o!cial television report to the nation from the army. This

is Korea! Is one thing better than another? These South Koreans are all right. Woe

is you, woe is war, hardly war, woe is me, woe are you? My father is still alive, and

this is how I came to prefer a paper closet with real paper dresses in it.
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Well, it’s morning in Korea. The most violently mountainous place on Earth. Every-

one has been dusted, existence hardly done, whereas beauty has been regarded as

the quality of a thing. At Uncle Dann’s Huddle doughnuts and co"ee are free and in

case there are any, for there are many, the unescorted ladies are not permitted. The

decision has been made in Tokyo for the hardliest of wars, an old soldier made it.

The situation in Korea is so critical that we the Navy must give the Eighth Army prac-

tical support. Do you remember how you began this day? How did you spend this

morning? Woe are you? Well, pinecones fall every day. So why do we fail? Miles and

miles of homeless refugees set adrift by the Red scourge.
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6 . 2 5

1950 June 27: My father heard the sound of the engine of a North Korean fighter

plane, the Yak-9. Foremostly and therefore barely consequently, he followed the

sound, running toward the city hall. After all it was hardly war. The Yak-9, made in

Russia, flew over the plaza of the city hall. Then in the most lowly, predictably, eth-

ically unsound manner from the point of view of everything that is big and beautiful,

the sound of the machine gun. My father missed the chance to capture the Yak-9

with his camera. That late afternoon the yet-to-be nation’s newspapers were in

print, but no photos of the war appeared in any of them. After all it was hardly war,

the hardliest of wars, neverthelessly Yak. And it turns out that one thing is better

than another. Hence still going forward, napalm again. Always moving up to Chosin

Reservoir. Always another hill, for in no circumstance whatever can man be com-

fortable without art. Why that is so has nothing to do with the big problem—what to

do with the orphans. And always the poor hungry kids. Now look at this and look at

it and look at it. This is what the Republic of Korea is fighting for—miles and miles

and miles of order words that are given in our society. Merry Christmas, Joe! Phos-

phorus and flamethrowers. Fire them up!—burn them!—cook them! Beauty is pleas-

ure regarded as the quality of a thing from the point of view of everything that is big

and beautiful in the highest manner possible, and why that is so has nothing to do

with hills and more hills, rivers and more rivers, and rice paddies and more rice pad-

dies. How cold does it get in Korea? Brass-monkey cold.
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